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Abstract
There is a long-standing dispute on whether and when

thread-based programming should be preferred over the
event-based paradigm. This dispute has also extended into
the wireless sensor networks domain. Many existing operat-
ing systems rely on events due to their efficiency, but make
code management difficult. Others rely on threads for devel-
oper comfort, but at the cost of reduced runtime efficiency. In
this paper we try to combine the best of both worlds by offer-
ing a full-fledged cooperative thread abstraction with block-
ing I/O to the C programmer that is compiled into efficient
event-based code. We present the basic code transformations
and investigate their efficiency using a representative appli-
cation case study. We find that RAM usage of generated code
competes with hand-written code, but further optimizations
are required to reduce the code size and the number of CPU
cycles.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.4 [Programming Techniques]: Sequential Program-

ming; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Con-
structs and Features—Concurrent programming structures;
F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programms]: Semantics of
Programming Languages—Operational semantics

General Terms
Languages, Measurement, Theory

Keywords
Threads, Events, Compiler, Programming-Abstraction

1 Introduction
Event-driven programming has traditionally been the

paradigm of choice to program resource-constrained sen-
sor nodes [5, 7]. The use of events indeed allows to effi-
ciently handle the concurrency-intensive operations such de-
vices must typically deal with [7]. In contrast, using threads
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in such a high-concurrency context induces a significant
overhead in terms of memory usage and number of context
switches. Therefore, although some thread-based solutions
exist [2, 3], major operating systems for sensor nodes such
as TinyOS or Contiki [5, 7] rely on an event-driven paradigm.

However, event-based programs are notably harder to
write, maintain, and debug than their thread-based counter-
parts [1]. Some authors thus introduced ad-hoc thread li-
braries to event-based operating systems for sensor nodes
in order to facilitate application development [4, 8, 9, 10].
As an alternative, thread-based programs can be automat-
ically translated into equivalent event-based code using an
appropriate compiler. Such compiler-based approaches can
apply static code optimizations thus producing potentially
more efficient code than library-based solutions. Existing ap-
proaches such as [6] and [11] have a number of limitations,
though. To the best of our knowledge, our system, which
we discuss below, is the only to compile almost arbitrary
cooperative-thread-based code written in the C language to
event-based code for any event-based runtime environment.

Since the thread semantics are implemented at compiler
level, there are the following limitations. First, the num-
ber of threads must be known at compile time. Second, re-
cursive functions must not invoke blocking functions. And
third, function pointers must not be used to invoke func-
tions that directly or indirectly invoke blocking functions.
We argue, though, that these limitations do not severely af-
fect programming of sensor nodes. In particular, recursive
algorithms tend to have an undecidable stack consumption
and thus should generally be avoided in embedded systems.
Again due to the constrained resources of sensor nodes, it is
often not sensible to support an arbitrary number of threads.
Finally, the use of function pointers is not uncommon, but
can be avoided by a case differentiation (i.e., if case one, call
function A; if case two, call function B; ...) with moderate
overhead. What’s most important about these constraints is
the fact that the compiler can reliably detect violations of
them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
briefly reviewing related work in section 2, we detail how
we can automate the threads-to-events code transformation
step in section 3. The preliminary evaluation of our system,
presented in section 4, shows among other things that the
generated code can compete with hand-written code in terms
of RAM consumption. Finally, we provide our conclusions



in section 5.

2 Related Work
In the context of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), thread

programming on top of event-based systems had first been
enabled by the development of ad-hoc thread libraries. For
instance, TinyThread [9] provides multi-threading to TinyOS
programmers. This library includes a tool to estimate the per-
thread stack depth and thus allows to minimize RAM over-
head. Similar solutions [4, 8, 10] also provide cooperative
or preemptive thread abstractions on top of TinyOS or other
mote operating systems. However, since libraries implement
the thread semantics at runtime, their usage does not allow to
apply static code optimizations at compile-time. In contrast,
compiler-based approaches can exploit this potential for op-
timization.

The probably best-known compiler-based solution in this
context is the Protothreads approach by Dunkels et al. [6].
Programs written using Protothreads are transformed into
event-based code using the C preprocessor. However, while
using the C preprocessor guarantees portability across C
compilers, it also introduces some limitations. For instance,
certain C language constructs such as switch statements
may not be used and values of local variables are not re-
tained across context switches [6]. Furthermore, thread func-
tions are not reentrant, blocking calls may only occur in the
top-level thread functions, and debugging is performed in the
generated code.

In contrast, we argue for a comprehensive threads-to-
events compiler, as introduced by TinyVT [11]. This ap-
proach extends the event-based nesC programming language
by introducing a wait operator that suspends program execu-
tion until a certain event occurs. The wait operator also spec-
ifies the event handler code that should be executed when the
event occurs. In addition, TinyVT provides automatic vari-
ables that can be accessed from the event handler code. In
contrast to our work, however, TinyVT does not completely
hide the event semantics of the underlying system. Further-
more, it was specifically designed for nesC/TinyOS, while
our approach supports a wide range of event-based runtime
environments. Finally, TinyVT does neither support reen-
trant calls of functions containing wait operators nor event
handlers containing wait operators.

3 From Threads to Events
The main challenges related to the transformation of

thread-based code (T-code) into event-based code (E-code)
stem from the fact that a call to a blocking function such
as read or sleep must be rewritten into triggering the op-
eration and registering the continuation, which is executed
by the runtime environment upon completion of a blocking
operation. Every function which potentially calls a blocking
function, either directly or indirectly, is affected by the trans-
formation. We denominate such functions critical functions
and a critical call is a call of a critical function.

The transformation of a critical call into a corresponding
split-phase operation has two major implications. First, the
code following a critical call must be callable, thus the con-
trol flow must be modified appropriately. Second, automatic

variables in critical functions that are set before the critical
call and read afterwards must be preserved.
3.1 Control Flow

To be amenable for event-based execution, critical func-
tions have to be split into a part that triggers the critical call,
and a part that is invoked upon the completion of the critical
call. However, if the critical call is nested in control struc-
tures such as loops, the transformation may be more complex
and is performed as follows. First, the T-code is transformed
into an equivalent GOTO program which is a sequence of
commands with labels. It is well known that this transfor-
mation is always applicable and actually this is what C com-
pilers do in general. Second, the resulting code is split into
basic blocks at all labels and critical calls. Third, each re-
sulting basic block is put into its own E-code sub-function.
Then, all GOTO commands and transitions between basic
blocks are replaced with calls to the corresponding E-code
sub-functions. Furthermore, the call to the critical function
is replaced by the call to the corresponding first E-code sub-
function. Finally, C code is generated for all those functions.

Consider for example the following function f in which
statements_x represents an arbitrary sequence of C lan-
guage statements and cond is a Boolean expression. The
E-code obtained by transforming the GOTO program back
into C functions is also shown below.

T-code GOTO program
void f() {
statements_1; statements_1
while(cond) { loop:IF !cond GOTO end
statements_2; statements_2
crit(); CALL crit
statements_3; statements_3
} GOTO loop
statements_4; end: statements_4

}
E-code
void f_1() { void f_3() {
statements_1; statements_3;
f_2(); f_2();

} }

void f_2() { void f_4() {
if (!cond) f_4(); statements_4;
else { }
statements_2;
crit_1();
}

}

Likewise, crit() is compiled into a set of C functions,
such that upon completion f_3 is invoked as described in
Sect. 3.3. Furthermore, the value of an automatic variable
of f must be retained across calls of the generated functions
f_x. This is described in the following section.
3.2 Local Variables

For every critical function a statically allocated state
structure is generated. This structure holds all automatic
variables and all parameters that need to be retained across
critical calls. Due to the possibility of reentrant function
calls, there is one copy of this state structure for each thread.



The resulting E-code then accesses those state structures in-
stead of automatic variables. Note that non-critical functions
are not affected by this transformation.

To minimize the RAM consumption, we allocate the state
structures for certain functions to the same memory location.
In particular, if a critical function sequentially calls two other
critical functions, so that the local variables of the latter two
functions cannot be active simultaneously, we can allocate
the state structures of those two functions to the same mem-
ory location using a union. In contrast, the local variables of
a function and its calling function are active simultaneously
and thus cannot share the same memory location. Using this
principle, we can translate the call graph of a critical func-
tion directly into a structurally equivalent nested data struc-
ture of C structs (for nested calls) and unions (for sequen-
tial calls), holding function state structures as in the follow-
ing example. Here, state_x denotes the state structure of
a function x. run_send is the start method of a thread and
sleep, read, and send are blocking functions.

thread corresponding states
void run_send() { struct {

while(1) { state_run run;
sleep(); union {
aggr(); state_sleep sleep;
send(); struct {

} state_aggr aggr;
} state_read read;
void aggr() { } struct1;

read(); state_send send;
//... } union1;

} } state_send;

There is one such nested data structure for each thread,
representing the call graph starting at the main function of
that thread. As multiple threads can make reentrant calls
to the same function, there must be a mean to retrieve the
structure corresponding to the current thread. To this end,
we generate a mapping function that returns a pointer to the
proper state structure instance. This mapping is based upon
the value of a global variable tid, which holds the identifier
of the current thread. For instance, for function aggr in the
example above the mapping function would look like:

state_aggr* map_aggr() {
switch(tid) {
case SEND_THREAD:
return &state_send.union1.struct1.aggr;

//...
}

}

We emphasize again that the above transformation only
applies to critical functions. Non-critical functions are just
copied from T-code to E-code. In addition, only vari-
ables whose values need to be retained across calls of sub-
functions are affected by the transformation. These are all
variables that are written in one sub-function and read in a
subsequent one. All other variables such as iteration vari-
ables of for loops not containing critical calls remain auto-
matic stack-based variables.

3.3 Returning
If a T-code function is only invoked from one place in the

code, then the control flow can be hard-coded into the gen-
erated E-code. In contrast, if a function may be called from
multiple code locations, an explicit return address needs to
be saved. In our compilation framework, we include the re-
turn address in the state structure of the invoked function
much like a local variable while the same optimizations as
described in Sect. 3.2 apply. The caller has to set the return
address before calling the function as in the following code
referring to the example from Sect. 3.1.

void f_2() {
if (! cond) f_4(); void f_4() {
else { statements_4;
statements_2; (*map_f()->cont)();
map_crit()->cont = f_3; }
crit_1();
}

}

Likewise, return values of critical functions are also
stored in its state structure. After return, the caller can re-
trieve it from there. So a complete state structure for a criti-
cal function int f(int x) would look like this:

struct state_f {
void (*cont)(); // continuation
int res; // result
int x; // parameter
... // other local variables

}

3.4 Platform Abstraction Layer
The so-called platform abstraction layer (PAL) contains

event-based implementations of blocking calls in the T-code.
The compiler generates E-code skeletons for these functions,
but the actual calls to the underlying event-based runtime en-
vironment have to be inserted manually. Besides adapting
the API of the runtime environment to the generated E-code,
the PAL also enables portability.

As an example consider the blocking function sleep in
the T-code. There is a hand-written E-code implementa-
tion of sleep_1 and sleep_2 in the PAL. Furthermore, the
compiler generates the state structure state_sleep accord-
ing to the T-code signature of sleep, and the map func-
tion map_sleep according to the call graphs of the program.
sleep_1 uses the event-based API of the runtime environ-
ment to set up a timer and register sleep_2 to be called
when the timer fires. sleep_2 will then call the continua-
tion which was saved in the proper instance of state_sleep
by the caller of sleep_1.

While a thread is waiting for the completion of a block-
ing function, events related to other threads can of course be
dispatched. This requires that a (lightweight) context switch
is performed by saving the value of the global variable tid
holding the current thread ID in sleep_1 and restoring it in
sleep_2.



3.5 Interfacing the Compiler
In order to perform the transformation, our compiler

needs some additional information besides the T-code. In
particular, it must know the set of blocking functions, the
total number of threads, and the start functions for each of
them.

In the context of this work, we assume the declarations for
the blocking calls to be available in a T-code header file. The
number of threads and their start functions are specified in
the main function of the T-code program. More specifically,
each invocation of the built-in function RUN_THREAD causes
the global variable tid to be incremented. The pointer to
the start function of the thread is passed as an argument to
the RUN_THREAD function. This start function will eventually
call a blocking function and return. Once all threads have
been started in this way, the generated E-code variant of main
passes control to the event dispatcher loop of the event-based
runtime environment.

4 Evaluation
To verify the feasibility and the practicability of the pro-

posed code transformation, we performed a preliminary ex-
perimental study using an application that performs data
storage and collection. We started with a hand-written event-
based implementation of that application. We then rewrote
the same application using cooperative threads with blocking
I/O. The purpose of this thread-based implementation was
to serve as input to a manually performed code transforma-
tion as described in section 3, resulting in a generated event-
based version of the application. In the following, we com-
pare the efficiency of the generated event-based code with
respect to the hand-written E-code.

The considered test application performs distributed data
aggregation with local storage using three main tasks. First,
it continuously reads a sensor and stores the values in flash
memory (collect task). Second, it periodically receives radio
messages from other nodes containing their sensor readings
and also stores them on flash memory (receive task). Finally,
it regularly reads the flash memory to compute minimum and
maximum readings and sends the results over the radio (send
task). In the thread-based application, each of these three
tasks is performed by a separate thread. Furthermore, the
function that writes data to the flash is reentrant since it is
invoked by both the receive and the collect threads.

In order to evaluate the correctness of the transformation
we first executed both implementations of our test applica-
tion in our own simulation environment. By analyzing the
corresponding API call traces we were able to verify that
they behave equivalently. To this end, we choose TinyOS 2.x
as a model for the underlaying runtime environment. How-
ever, since the transformation applies solely to application
code, only the API of the operating system but not its imple-
mentation is of significance. Therefore, we simply manually
compiled the necessary TinyOS interfaces (e.g., Read, Send)
to C code along the lines of the nesC compiler.

Compared to directly working with TinyOS, this ap-
proach gave us greater flexibility as we could provide dif-
ferent implementations of the operating system, depending
on the needs of the various tests and measurements we per-

buffer size hand-written generated ratio
30 367 429 1.17
50 427 469 1.10
100 577 569 0.99

Table 1. RAM consumption (bytes) of hand-written and
generated code.

formed. The complete source code of the study along with
more detailed documentation is publicly available1.

Besides verifying the feasibility of our approach we also
compared hand-written and generated code in terms of con-
sumption of ROM, RAM, and CPU resources on a sensor
node equipped with an AVR ATmega128.

4.1 Results
We cross-compiled the hand-written and the generated

event-based application code using avr-gcc version 4.1.2
for the atmega128 microcontroller with optimization option
-O2. We then linked the cross-compiled code against an
empty implementation of the operating system. The size of
the DATA and the BSS sections of the resulting binaries then
allows to directly compare the RAM consumption of the two
applications. Table 1 shows the resulting sums of both sec-
tions and the ratios for different sizes of I/O buffers (see Sect.
4.2 for a discussion of I/O buffers). Note that the numbers
for the generated application include the PAL (see Sect. 3.4).

The size of the TEXT sections of the cross-compiled ob-
ject files indicate how much flash is needed to store the pro-
gram in the microcontroller. The results are 3166 bytes for
the generated application vs. 1080 bytes for the hand-written
one, which is a ratio of 2.93. As the PAL is extra code which
does not exist in the hand-written case it influences the esti-
mation of the code transformation. Excluding the PAL, the
code size of the generated code reduces to 1684 bytes or a
ratio of 1.56.

We finally measured the consumption of CPU resources
by running the applications in the Avrora2 simulator. For that
purpose we wrote a simple event dispatcher implementation
of the operating system. Additionally, we introduced a new
main function that after setting up the environment makes
each thread perform one iteration of its periodic work.

The results are 4875 CPU cycles for the generated code
vs. 1679 cycles for the hand-written code, making for a ratio
of 2.78. In order to measure the properties of the code trans-
formation itself we confined the sums on cycles which are
executed in the application code, excluding the setup phase
and the PAL. Then we measured 1368 vs. 633 cycles, mak-
ing for a ratio of 2.16.

4.2 Discussion
The selected application represents a “stress-test” for our

compilation framework as the code mostly consists of invo-
cations of blocking calls without much “computations”. As
in our framework overhead results from blocking calls but
not from computations, this application can be considered a
worst-case scenario.

1http://github.com/copton/tc-case_study
2http://compilers.cs.ucla.edu/avrora/



Another important issue regarding the interpretation of
the performance results is the implementation of the PAL. As
discussed in Sect. 3.4, the PAL needs to perform a context
switch by saving and restoring the current thread ID. Unfor-
tunately, the TinyOS API does not allow to pass parameters
to callback functions when triggering the split-phase opera-
tion. Such a mechanism would allow a very efficient imple-
mentation of context switches. Instead, our PAL implements
a rather inefficient mapping from callback handles to thread
identifiers.

For RAM consumption, though, the results for the gener-
ated code including the PAL are comparable to those for the
hand-written code. This is due to memory sharing of state
structures holding local variables in the E-code. The mea-
surements for different sizes of the I/O buffers make this ap-
parent. In the hand-written application, each buffer is a sep-
arate static variable in a translation unit. In the thread-based
application, these buffers are automatic variables and thus
become part of the state structures where they share mem-
ory. Thus with larger I/O buffers the ratio becomes smaller
to a point where the generated code even becomes more ef-
ficient than the hand-written one.

The code size overhead can be explained by the very na-
ture of the code transformation, as every critical function re-
sults in the generation of several sub-functions and a map
function. The bottom line is that the number of functions is
roughly doubled. As the application does not do much com-
putation, the administrative overhead of each single function
is significant. Thus doubling the number of functions results
in roughly twice the code size.

As the ratio of the cycle counts is higher than the ratio
of the code size, the generated code must consist of more
expensive instructions on average. According to the AVR
ATmega128 datasheet3, this is due to the call and ret in-
structions which have a very high code-size-to-cycles ratio.
This affects the generated code because it contains, as we
outlined above, many function calls.

We expect realistic applications with more computations
to result in better ratios for code size and cycles. However,
we also expect the ratios to increase if the number of critical
calls per function increases. A more thorough study of those
factors is subject of ongoing work.

In general, we need to investigate further optimizations to
reduce the number of generated E-code functions. For exam-
ple, the transformations of the application used in the eval-
uation resulted in sub-functions which do nothing but call
another sub-function. Clearly, this could be avoided. Along
these lines we believe that in several cases the transformation
could result in more efficient code than in the general case as
described in section 3.

As pointed out in [3], in the context of WSNs it is of-
ten acceptable to trade off lower RAM footprint against a
higher execution time. In our case, efficient storage of the
state structures has to be paid with the costs of the map func-
tions.

3http://www.atmel.com/atmel/acrobat/doc2467.pdf

5 Conclusions
We provided the design of a comprehensive compilation

framework that automatically generates event-based code
from thread-based programs. We tested the feasibility of
our approach on a simple but representative case study that
can be considered a worst-case scenario. Our preliminary
experimental results show that the generated code can com-
pete with hand-written code in terms of RAM usage, while
both code size and execution time are larger. We believe,
though, that additional optimizations are possible and will
reduce both ratios. Furthermore, we expect the ratios to de-
crease for applications performing longer and more complex
computations.
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